
High-Quality Video for  
Bandwidth-Restrictive Offices 
Within any size enterprise, there are conflicting networking and video distribution 
needs: users want high-quality video which can consume large amounts of bandwidth, 
while IT wants to control and assure localized network bandwidth availability. 

And when it comes to supporting live events, enterprises frequently must manage 
locations with limited ingress bandwidth, no network multicast capabilities, zero 
tech support, and no capability to remotely deploy edge caching solutions like our 
Vbrick Distributed Media Engines (DMEs). How can organizations efficiently stream 
live events to users in these offices who want a flawless experience? 

In spite of these common challenges, a one-size-fits all solution won’t do. Vbrick 
provides several different cooperating distribution technologies to solve for this — 
from small deployments to the largest.

Rev Connect: A Secure Solution  
That Delivers a Positive Experience
Traditionally multicast or unicast has been used, but if multicast is unavailable  
then unicast is the default. Unicast streams, however, aren’t useful in limited 
ingress bandwidth situations because all the connections can quickly consume 
the available bandwidth, causing network disruptions and impacting users. For 
these offices, you need a flexible, secure solution that reduces bottlenecks and 
ensures a positive experience.

That’s where Rev Connect comes in. It’s Vbrick’s proprietary peer-to-peer (also known 
as peer-assisted) technology that delivers video streams to one viewer’s browser, 
which in turn locally shares to other browsers in the same location. This all takes 
place within the browser — no additional download or install needed. The approach 
greatly reduces ingress bandwidth needs and allows remote offices or retail locations 
to support many more viewers on limited bandwidth.

 P R O D U C T  S H E E T   ¥   Vbrick Rev Connect

Enable viewers in 
your remote offices 
with limited bandwidth 
to have a better video 
experience.

Quality Streaming  
for Live Video

 ¥ Licensed for groups of 
25 viewers (multiple 
licenses can be used 
in one location)

 ¥ Designed for offices  
with low bandwidth

PRODUCT AT A GLANCE

Zero  
Installation

 ¥ Requires zero install  
on viewers’ PCs/Macs

 ¥ No software to keep 
up to date

 ¥ Does not need a Vbrick 
DME and can source 
streams from CDN

Rev Connect
Vbrick’s proprietary peer-to-peer 
technology that reduces ingress 
bandwidth and efficiently supports 
more viewers on limited bandwidth.



Why Use  
Rev Connect

 ¥ Offices may not have access to  
on-site technical support or the 
ability to deploy any localized 
caching solution, such as Vbrick 
DMEs. Rev Connect does not 
require local IT support — it’s 
managed within the browser.

 ¥ At some locations, ingress  
network bandwidth can be  
very limited.

 ¥ All offices, regardless of the 
available technology or  
bandwidth, need to be 
included in live webcasts.

 ¥ All distribution is completely 
controlled by the admin.

How We Do It
Rev Connect builds on WebRTC 
technology to establish a peer mesh of 
browsers sharing between themselves 
securely. For larger deployments, the 
peer meshes share with each other, 
creating peer clusters and increasing 
the optimization of egress bandwidth. 
Using WebRTC eliminates the need 
to download or maintain any PC/Mac 
software — it’s part of the Vbrick Rev 
browser player page. 

This extends the reach for live 
content distribution without the need 
for additional hardware, support, or 
deployment. Rev Connect provides 
easy and secure controls for peer 
meshing to ensure you are always in 
control and your network is secure.

Increased Bandwidth 
Efficiencies
Depending on your network and 
deployment, you can expect to see peer 
mesh efficiencies up to 100-125 (i.e., an 
efficiency measure of 125 translates 
to going to the video origin five times 
for four unique video segments and 
sharing across 25 viewers, or a savings 
of up to 95% ingress bandwidth). 

For larger deployments of Rev Connect, 
where there are multiple peer meshes 
communicating within a peer cluster, 
there are even greater savings. Peer 
cluster efficiency increases with the 
size of the cluster, so a full cluster 
relatively co-located, would have an 
efficiency of 300-500 (going to the 
video origin three to five times for each 
video segment and sharing across up 
to 250 viewers, or a savings of up to 
98% of ingress bandwidth).

Our team of experts can work with you to analyze your 
 network and determine the best distribution solution.
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WHERE  
REV CONNECT 
FITS

CDN
AWS CloudFront Rev Connect DME Small DME Medium DME Large

Rev eCDN

Primary Scenario Mobile Individuals
Small Branch 
with Limited 
Bandwidth

Office Regional Office Corporate HQ

Number of Users 
(per Location/Site 1s 100s 100 Unicast

1000s Multicast
500 Unicast

1000s Multicast
2200 Unicast

1000s Multicast

Use Cases Live
VOD Live

Live
VOD

          Record 

Live
VOD

Translate
Record

Live
VOD

Translate
Record

XL Capacity


